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ASMFC Atlantic Herring Section
Initiates Addendum to Improve Performance of Area 1A Fishery
Bar Harbor, ME – The Commission’s Atlantic Section initiated Addendum I to Amendment 3 of the Interstate Fishery
Management Plan for Atlantic Herring to improve the performance of the Area 1A (inshore Gulf of Maine) Atlantic
herring fishery. The purpose of the addendum is to develop additional management alternatives for the days out
program. It is in response to the accelerated pace of Area 1A Trimester 2 (June through September) landings in
recent years and the increasingly dynamic nature of days out measures to control Trimester 2 effort that have
varied across states.
The Section utilizes days out of the fishery to slow the rate of Area 1A catch so the seasonal quota can be distributed
throughout each trimester. Currently, the days out program is specific to landing day restrictions. The increase in
the number of larger carrier vessels in the area has rendered days out less effective in controlling effort because
vessels can transfer catch to large carrier vessels at‐sea, allowing harvesters additional days of fishing beyond the
days that are open to landings.
In 2016, Maine’s Department of Marine Resources (DMR) implemented a series of emergency rules that were more
restrictive than Commission measures in an attempt to extend the Trimester 2 quota into September. These rules
included a weekly landing limit, restricted landing and fishing days, as well as at sea transfer restrictions. DMR’s
measures only applied to vessels landing in Maine. New Hampshire and Massachusetts implemented one of these
management measures – three consecutive landing days. The Draft Addendum will explore these measures and
potentially others that could be uniformly applied by the Area 1A of Maine, New Hampshire and Massachusetts.
For more information on Area 1A fishery performance in the 2015 and 2016 fishing year that brought about the
need for alternative management measures refer to a white paper, which is available on the Commission website
at http://www.asmfc.org/uploads/file/58124582AtlHerringArea1AFisheryPerformance_2015_2016.pdf.
For more information, please contact Ashton Harp, Fishery Management Plan Coordinator, at aharp@asmfc.org or
703.842.0740.
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